Modification and characterization of artificially patterned enzymatically active surfaces by scanning electrochemical microscopy.
This review summarizes the characterization of localized enzymatic activity by scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). After introducing the concepts of feedback imaging and generator-collector experiments with enzyme-modified solid surfaces, a comparison of the merits and limitations of both approaches is given and further illustrated by selected applications. They include enzyme-modified patterned monolayers, enzyme-modified polymer microstructures and enzyme-modified metal microstructures. Such configurations are important for the development of miniaturized bioanalytical systems with proteins, such as miniaturized enzyme electrode arrays. SECM has emerged as an ideal tool for prototyping of such systems. It also offers several mechanisms for local surface modifications under conditions compatible with conservation of protein functionality of enzymes and antibodies. The subsequent imaging of the immobilized activity provides direct information about local immobilized enzyme activity. The range of biotechnological applications can be expanded by labeling other biomolecules, such as monoclonal antibodies, with appropriate enzymes. Miniaturized electrochemical enzyme immunoassays that apply the sandwich format and SECM as the detection method are reviewed. They have been performed on microstructured supports after reagent spotting or on agglomerates of surface-modified magnetic microbeads. Finally, current challenges are listed with indications of ongoing research to overcome current limitations by means of instrumental improvements.